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ABSTRACT
Online fake news can generate a negative impact on both users and society. Due to the concerns with 
spread of fake news and misinformation, assessing the network influence of online users has become 
an important issue. This study quantifies the influence of nodes by proposing an algorithm based on 
information entropy theory. Dynamic process of influence of nodes is characterized on mobile social 
networks (MSNs). Weibo (i.e., the Chinese version of microblogging) users are chosen to build the 
real network and quantified influence of them is analyzed according to the model proposed in this 
paper. MATLAB is employed to simulate and validate the model. Results show the comprehensive 
influence of nodes increases with the rise of two factors: the number of nodes connected to them and 
the frequency of their interaction. Indirect influence of nodes becomes stronger than direct influence 
when the network scope rises. This study can help relevant organizations effectively oversee the 
spread of online fake news on MSNs.
KeywoRdS
Comprehensive Influence, Direct Influence, Fake News, Indirect Influence, Influential Nodes, Information 
Dissemination, Microblog, Mobile Social Networks
1. INTRodUCTIoN
The rapid development of information technology has radically changed the way in which people 
communicate with each other. Mobile social networks (MSNs) play a crucial role in people’s daily 
communications, nowadays. A growing number of social network users with similar interests can 
converse and share information via their mobile devices (Ferreira et al., 2019; Su et al, 2018; Syn & 
Oh, 2015). According to the latest data from GSMA Intelligence, by the end of 2019, there were 5.19 
billion unique mobile phone users in the world, up 100 million from the prior year.
Word-of-mouth communication is becoming much easier, and communication often goes viral in 
a short period, via simple clicks. However, fake news spread on social networks can be distinctively 
abrupt and extremely fast-spreading, which can adversely affect the normal social order (Chua & 
Banerjee, 2018). The term “online fake news” refers to “unconfirmed bits of information” in circulation 
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(Zhao et al., 2016). When disasters or emergencies occur, online fake news can easily trigger public 
panic that could profoundly threaten social stability. People often share fake news in social groups 
in which the members are not necessarily familiar with each other. They forward fake news to other 
individuals or groups without verifying the credibility of the news. Research shows that fake news 
spreads “significantly farther, faster, deeper, and more broadly” than true news (Vosoughi, Roy, 
& Aral, 2018). Thus, there is an increasing interest in studying the spread of fake news on social 
networks (Xu et al., 2017).
Existing studies on fake news spreading largely focus on rumor identification, detection and 
prediction (Bondielli & Marcelloni, 2019; Xu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020; Zhang & Ghorbani, 2020). 
However, not many studies pay attention to the identification of influential users in the research area 
of fake news spreading. As fake news spreading is rapid and fluid, the identification and detection of 
fake news are generally conducted after fake news was spread to some extent. To reduce the spread 
of fake news on social network, one possible way is to identify those who play influential role in fake 
news spreading and educate them to check the credibility of news before disseminating news with 
others. If those influential people on the social network are able to change their behaviors to share 
or forward fake news, the severity of fake news spreading will be mitigated. To this end, we believe 
ranking the influence of users in the widespread of online fake news would be a useful technique to 
reduce future distribution of fake news.
News can reach an even greater number of people instantly (Gao et al., 2018) via MSNs, which 
usually consist of a huge number of users having something in common, such as careers, projects, 
common goals, or lifestyles. Influential nodes are those users with greater influence on social networks; 
their communications are more likely to infect others (Tulu et al., 2018). Given the existence of the 
internet’ s current dramatic progress, the ability to find the influential nodes on MSNs is becoming 
more and more critical. 
In recent years, much attention has been given to identifying influential nodes on MSNs. A 
number of approaches and measures have been proposed from a variety of fields, including SNA 
(centrality analysis), clustering coefficient analysis, and eigenvector analysis (Chen et al., 2017; Wang 
et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2018). Degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and closeness centrality are 
the three basic measurements that are used to evaluate the influence of network nodes (Blaszczyk, 
2018). The method of clustering coefficient analysis focuses on the network topological structure, 
the vertex’s local feature, and the connection of the set pair (Sisodia et al., 2016). The method of 
eigenvector analysis basically analyzes the importance of a network’s quality and the number of 
connections in the network. 
A variety of evaluation models for ranking influential nodes have been proven to be efficient; 
however, an important question remains: which fundamental rules should the evaluation model 
follow? To answer this question, we present a novel model for evaluating the influence of individuals 
on social networks based on the theory of information entropy. The network influence of a node is a 
measurement of its uncertainty, which is the fundamental law of entropy. We construct a relationship 
graph to gain a basic understanding of the influence of nodes, and then we provide an innovative 
approach to ranking influential nodes to learn more about the spreading of fake news on MSNs. We 
present a model that measures the direct influence, indirect influence and comprehensive influence 
of nodes on MSNs in order to describe the complexity and the uncertainty of their influence. 
Exploring the influence of network users and the spreading of fake news is helpful, in that it 
reveals public behaviors from the angle of sociology and it provides a theoretical basis for public 
decision making and the guidance of public opinion. More importantly, we propose a method to more 
effectively identify key social media users participating in the spreading of rumors by quantifying the 
influence of various users in rumor diffusion. Targeted managements are recommended to identify 
influential users who contribute more than others to the fake news spreading. This research can help 
government and related regulatory units to more effectively reduce the dissemination of online fake 
news in terms of identifying and educating influential users in spreading fake news. 
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In summary, our research aims to answer the following questions: 
1.  How to build an evaluation model for ranking influential nodes based on the information entropy 
theory? 
2.  How to measure the influence of nodes on fake news spreading on an MSN, using Sina’s Weibo 
as an example? 
3.  How to simulate the influence of nodes on an MSN?
4.  What are the insights of our research for regulatory organizations? 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the related works on 
fake news, information entropy, and influential nodes. In Section 3, a model for ranking influential 
nodes on MSNs based on information entropy is provided. In Section 4, the findings are discussed in 
detail. Section 5 summarizes the findings and section 6 provides the conclusion and the limitations, 
as well as recommendations for future studies. 
2. LITeRATURe ReVIew
2.1 Fake News
Fake news has been defined as “news articles that are intentionally and verifiably false and could 
mislead readers” (Kim et al.,2019). Fake news has long been a problem, but it became increasingly 
important since 2016 during the election in United States. The speed with which information can be 
disseminated on social media creates an opportunity to rapidly spread misinformation. Current research 
conducted on the spread of fake news include spreading fake news across different democracies 
(Freelon et al.,2020; Humprecht, 2019), detecting emerging fake news topics (Alkhodair et al.,2020), 
tracking whether the presence of fake news flag affects users’ cognition and judgment (Moravec et 
al.,2019), and studying the impact of fake news on users (Rapti et al.,2019). Those studies found that 
different combinations of cultural and media effects affected the accuracy of deception detection. For 
example, the nodes in social media were found to have different endurance against the “virus”, and 
the presence of a fake news flag can increase cognitive activity. Kim & Dennis (2019) investigated 
whether changing the presentation format to highlight the source of the article affects its believability 
and how social media users choose to engage with it. Kim (2019) found that source ratings influence 
social media users’ trust on news and that the rating mechanisms behind the ratings mattered. 
Effective management on users and the content of rumor is equally important to fake news 
detection and prediction (Guo et al.,2018). However, due to massive number of users participating 
in the spreading of fake news, it is difficult to manage all users on social media. An effective way is 
to identify influential users in spreading fake news and provide targeted management and education 
on them.
2.2 Information entropy
Information entropy is an important notion of measuring uncertainty, and it has received a great 
amount of attention over the past decades. The theory was first proposed by Shannon (Shannon, 
1948), and it has been applied in diverse fields to characterize information contents in various models 
since then. Information entropy has been heavily applied in information research. Chen (2014) 
proposed a concept called “neighborhood entropy” to evaluate the uncertainty in neighborhood 
systems and to improve traditional accuracy. Dong (2018) built a hybrid Back Propagation Neural 
Network model based on information entropy theory to optimize the weights and the thresholds of 
the network. Sangam (2015) explored a similarity coefficient method based on information entropy 
and analyzed the time complexity of the k-modes algorithm. Research on the information entropy 
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theory is extensive, yet the applications of this theory to analyze the relationship of network users, 
as well as the social influence of users, is rare.
Entropy in information theory uses the discrete probability distribution to represent the amount 
of uncertainty. It quantifies how “informative” the entire random variable is, averaged on all its 
possible outcomes (Zhao et al., 2015). LetX be a discrete random variable with alphabetX and 
probability mass function p x X x x X( ) Pr{ }= = ∈ . The entropyH X( )of a discrete random 
variableX is defined as follows:
H X p x p x
x X
( ) ( ) log ( )= −
∈
∑  1
The distribution degree of individuals in a population can be calculated based on the information 
entropy. If the population diversity is high, the corresponding information entropy will be high, and 
vice versa. A network with smaller entropy has less transitive information, which indicates that the 
information is more certain.
2.3 Influential Nodes
Network nodes refer to the nodes that have information exchanging behaviors in the networks. Nodes 
can be workstations, customers, network users, personal computers or servers (Fei et al., 2018; 
Kauffman & Weber, 2019). The entire network is composed of these network nodes, and they are 
connected to form a certain geometric relationship. An influential node is treated as the node with 
great capability that can affect other nodes easily and can spread messages to a large number of users 
(Fang & Zheng, 2019; Ni et al., 2017). The identification and the specification of influential nodes and 
their spreading capability are highly needed, in order to improve the quality of network management 
and regulatory systems. They can also help to maximize the network range and to accelerate the 
dissemination of public opinion on a complex network. Influential nodes are also associated with the 
research of online opinion leaders which attracts the attention of many researchers. Online opinion 
leaders are also called social media influencers who are active on social media or other electronic 
platforms by posting their opinions about various topics and directing those opinions to their followers 
(Rosenthal, 2014; Lin et al., 2018). Their recommendations and opinions will influence other followers’ 
attitudes towards and behavioral intentions on certain topics (Hsu et al.,2013).
Many studies have focused on influential nodes ranking, in recent years. Zareie (2018) used the 
k-shell method to present a special hierarchical measure for detecting and ranking nodes’ influence. 
Mahyar (2018) introduced a novel approach, called DICeNod, to efficiently identify influential nodes 
in several real-world networks without direct measurement of each node. Hosseini-Pozveh (2017) 
applied  the community structure of social networks and the influence-based closeness centrality 
measure of the nodes to maximize the spread of influence on the multiplication threshold. Wei (2018) 
proposed an effective method, based on network representation learning, which takes into account 
not only the overlapping communities on networks but also the network structure. Recent studies 
on influential nodes ranking or opinion leader detection are shown in Table 1. Based on various 
theories, scholars build different models to measure the influence of nodes on the networks, and 
verify the effectiveness and superiority of those models through experiments. The chart shows that 
influence maximization is a popular branch on studying the influence of network nodes. However, 
there has not been a study on measuring the influence of nodes on fake news spreading that is based 
on information entropy. Applying the information entropy theory to rank network nodes is a novel 
and innovative way to detect the spreading of fake news online on MSNs.
The influence of nodes can be composed of direct influence, indirect influence, and comprehensive 
influence (Susarla et al., 2018; Zhong et al., 2018). Specifically, if nodeA  is directly connected with 
several nodes, then it has a direct impact on those nodes. Together, the total impact of nodeA  
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generating on other nodes is referred toA ’s direct influence. If nodeA  is not directly connected to 
nodeB , yet connects to it through one or more intermediate nodes, then nodeA  has indirect influence 
on nodeB . The indirect influence of nodeA  is the average of the indirect influence that nodeA  
generates on all of the other nodes in the network (Zhang et al, 2018). Comprehensive influence of 
a node is the integrated evaluation of its direct influence and indirect influence (Wang et al, 2018). 
By summarizing the previous literature on the social influence of network nodes, we set the weight 
of direct and indirect influence as γ and δ respectively, where γ δ+ = 1 . NodeA ’s comprehensive 
influence in the process of information transmission is taken as the final index for measuring the 
network influence ofA .
3. MeTHod
3.1 Analysis Framework
Based on the information entropy theory, we developed a framework for analyzing and assessing 
network influence of nodes on MSNs, as shown in Figure 1. The steps in the framework are described 
below:
1.  Data collection. We chose the topic of “MH370 found in Cambodia” on microblogs of Sina’s 
Weibo for data collection. As the data set on this topic was very large, we collected Weibo posted 
from mobile terminals for two days between Sep.3 and Sep. 4, 2018 using python.
Table 1. Research on identifying influential nodes on social networks
Author, year Research topic Theoretical basis Model
Khomami et al.,2020 Influence maximization (IM) problem
Information difusion, infuence 




Atif et al.,2019 Influence maximization Fuzzy logic and illustrative scenario fuzzy-logic based model
Wen et al.,2020 Important nodes identification




Xiao et al.,2020 Detecting influential nodes
Degree centrality, companion 
behaviors and clustering coefficient
Graphics Processing Unit 
(GPU)
Zareie et al.,2020 Detecting influential nodes Cluster rank
Cluster rank based 
approach
Maji et al.,2020 Identifying influential spreaders Centrality and K-Shell decomposition k-shell centrality
Jain et al.,2020
Detection of opinion 
leader on their optimized 
centrality measure





Beni & Bouyer,2020 Influence maximization Greedy algorithm and heuristic TI-SC algorithm




Jain &Katarya,2019 Opinion leader detection Centrality, PageRank and prominence Firefly algorithm
Riquelme et al.,2019 Identifying influential users
Exclusivity measure, interest measure 
and the milestonesRank MilestonesRank
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2.  Model building. Based on information entropy theory, an algorithm was developed to characterize 
the dynamic propagation process of the network influence of users including direct influence, 
indirect influence, and comprehensive influence.
3.  Program compilation. A Java programming algorithm was designed to calculate the magnitude 
of the network influence of nodes, based on the model. The microblogs on the topic of “Malaysia 
airlines found in Cambodia” posted by six microbloggers, as well as their forwards and comments 
on Sina’s Weibo, were analyzed for an empirical study.
4.  Simulation analysis. MATLAB 9.5 was employed to simulate the network influence of nodes. 
Visualization of the cloud map for the influence of nodes was drawn when the number of nodes 
connected and their interaction frequency increased. This study ended with an analysis of the 
evolution rule of the influential nodes in fake news spreading.
3.2 data Collection and Processing
MSN users usually communicate and exchange information through messages, forming multiple 
information transmission paths. Sina’s Weibo is the most influential social media platform in China. 
By the end of 2019, there were 516 million monthly active users, with 94% of them as mobile users. 
Sina’s Weibo has become mostly a social platform for mobile users. With the widespread use of mobile 
technology, the platform for the public has shifted from the traditional media to the mobile internet. 
Using mobile terminals to comment on certain focal issues of daily life has become a mainstream 
social phenomenon. 
This study collected comments under the fake news microblogs titled “Find # Malaysia airlines 
# MH370 on map Google? Afraid it’s just a misunderstanding” posted by blogger Yangzi Evening 
Figure 1. The framework of influential nodes ranking
Data collection ... Data source selection ... Data processing ... ... 
,.... Direct influence --




L-+ Indirect influence -
'-../ 
Program compiler ... Model computing ... Empirical analysis ~ ~ 
Data simulation ~ Matlab simulation ~ Data visualization ~ ~ 
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News on Weibo. This message contained fake content which has been claimed false by Chinese 
government. However, it attracted great attention and generated a huge influence on social media in 
many countries before it was claimed to be false. We used the API interface to access the Sina platform, 
and we collected data between September 3rd and 4th, 2018 by python. The process of collecting data 
from the mobile environment on this topic is listed here: 
1)  Check all comments on this microblog and get the corresponding addresses from mobile terminals; 
2)  If the number of comments is not equal to 0, then the microblog link level is added to 1, and the 
“fromUid” field of the information source node is set to the “Uid” of the microblog; 
3)  Repeat Step 1 and 2 for each comment. If the number of comments is 0, return to this traversal; 
4)  Retrieve the addresses of all of the comments after completion; 
5)  Save the results to the Access database. 
These seven users (V V1 7− ) interacted with each other frequently, and thus, they had a close 
connection in this particular network. As shown in Figure 2, we sorted out the flows and the directions 
of messages among these users. For example, there were five messages that flowed from V1  to V2  
and three messages that flowed from V2  to V1 . 
3.3 Model Building
3.3.1 Direct Influence
When calculating the direct influence of a node, the number of nodes connected to it should be 
considered first. f t
pq
( ) indicates the condition between node p and nodeq at time t . If p is connected 
withq , then f t
pq
( )= 1 ; otherwise f t
pq
( )= 0 .K
p
indicates the number of nodes connected to node p
Figure 2. Statistical chart of comments by microblog users
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at time t . For instance, if V1  connects to three nodes (V2 , V 3 andV 4 ) at time t , thenK t
V 1
3( )=
.  Formula forK t
p
( )  is:









The logarithm is based on 10, and entropy of the number of nodes connected for node p is:
I t


















Thus, the total value of the entropy of the number of nodes connected for node V1  is:









1 2 3 4
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= + +  (4)
Then, we analyze the entropy of interaction frequency between nodes.F t
pq
( )  indicates the 
connection between node p andq at time t . For instance, if node V1  comments to V 3  twice, then 
F t
V V1 3





































K ti ( )
∑
 (5)
Thus, the entropy of contact frequency for node V1  is:









1 2 3 4
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= + +  (6)
Direct influence of node p is the product of the number of nodes connected entropy and its contact 
frequency entropy, which is:




F( ) ( ) * ( )=  (7)
3.3.2 Indirect Influence
When analyzing the indirect influence of nodes, the first consideration is that whether node p and 
nodeq are connected through other nodes at time t .K t
pq
( ) indicates connection between node p and 
nodeq . If there is no node connecting them, then K t
pq
( )= 0 . The indirect influence of node p to 
nodeq through other nodes decreases floor by floor, and the degree of declining increases exponentially. 
It should be noted that nodes which are three or four hops away from the original node have a 
low probability to be influenced by the original node. Calculating the influence from the original 
node to them is time-consuming and may not be necessary (Ma et al., 2017). Also, the hazard rate of 
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each node is multiplicative on the infection times of other previously infected nodes, which is called 
the cumulative intensity process (Chen et al., 2019). Based on experimental statistics, we find that 
the declining rate on the path grows very quickly, and at a negative exponent. 
The declining rate in this study is set at the level of 1 -0 n . Presume node p and node q are connected 
by nodek , which means nodek acts as a bridge between those two, then the indirect influence from 
node p to nodeq is:
NI t I t I t
pq pk kq
( ) ( ) * ( ) *= +− −10 101 2  8
= +− −MI t MI t
p k
( ) * ( ) *10 101 2  (9)
In the path of V V V1 3 5− − , the value of indirect influenceV1 generates on V 5 isV1 ’s 
direct influence multiplied by 10-1 plus V 3 ’s direct influence multiplied by
10-2 .NI I t I t MI t MI t







10 10 10− −
− − −= + = +( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * 10 2− .
Presume node p and nodeq are connected by nodek ,m , andn . That said, nodek , m , andn
build the bridge between nodes p andq , and then the indirect influence from node p to nodeq is:
NI t I t I t I t I t
pq pk km mn np
( ) ( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) *= + + +− − − −10 10 10 101 2 3 4  (10)
= + + +− − − −MI t MI t MI t MI t
p k m n
( ) * ( ) * ( ) * ( ) *10 10 10 101 2 3 4  (11)
In the path of V V V V V V1 4 3 7 6 5− − − − − , the value of the indirect influence V1  generates 
on V 5  is V1 ’s direct influence multiplied by 10−1 , plus V 4 ’s direct influence multiplied by 10 2− , 
plus V 3 ’s direct influence multiplied by10 3− , plus V 7 ’s direct influence multiplied by 10−4 , plus 
V 6 ’ s  d i r e c t  i n f l u e n c e  m u l t i p l i e d  b y  10-5 . 
NI
I t I t I t
V V V V V V
V V V V V V







− − − − −
− −
=















I t I t
MI t MI t
V V V V
V V
( ) * ( ) *






510 10 10( ) * ( ) * ( ) *
 This method 
can be used to calculate V1 ’s indirect influence on V 5 through all paths beginning with node V1  
and ending at V 5 . The final indirect influence that V1  generates on V 5  is the sum of the indirect 
influence through all paths from V1  to V 5 . By calculating the average value of V1 ’s indirect 
influence on the other six nodes, we can get the final indirect influence of V1 . At last, we can have 
the indirect influence of all seven nodes in this social network.
3.3.3 Comprehensive Influence
The comprehensive influence of a node should be the integrated evaluation of the node’s direct and 
indirect influence. It refers to the role of a node in the process of information transmission. One 
occurrence might be this: node p connects to only one nodeq , whereas nodeq connects to thousands 
of nodes in the social network. Although node p has a low direct influence, it still contains a large 
indirect influence, and thus it has a relatively high comprehensive influence in that social network. 
Based on this, node p ’s comprehensive influence at time t is indicated as:
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I t MI t NI t
p p p
( ) ( ) ( )= +γ δ  12
The weights of direct influence and indirect influence should add up to 1. There’s little research 
on the direct and indirect influence of nodes on MSNs, or on ways to measure the overall network 
influence of MSN users by those two factors. The problem of how to distribute the weights to 
researchers when measuring the comprehensive influence of nodes remains. In this study, we set 
particular values for the two parameters: γ = 0.55 and δ = 0.45 .
4. ReSULTS
4.1 The Influence of Nodes
4.1.1 Direct Influence
When measuring the direct influence of nodes on MSNs, the entropy of the number of nodes connected 
and the contact frequency are calculated by employing Java programming, based on Eq (3) and (5). 
As shown in Table 2, node V 4 connects to five nodes in this network (V1 , V2 , V 3 , V 6 , and V 7 ), 
leading to a large value of number of nodes connected entropy which is 0.7503. Node V2  and V 5  
each only connect to two nodes; their number of nodes connected entropies are 0.2802 and 0.2903, 
respectively. As for the entropy of contact frequency, node V 4  has more connections with other 
nodes. Therefore, it achieves a relatively high frequency of interaction, making its entropy reach 
3.8267. Only seven messages and eight messages flow from V2  and V 5 . Therefore, these two nodes 
have low entropies of contact frequency: 0.7269 and 0.4771, respectively. The direct influence of 
node is the product of the entropy of the number of nodes connected and its contact frequency. V4 
has the highest direct influence in this network.
4.1.2. Indirect Influence
Paths beginning with V1 are listed in Table 3. Based on the proposed formula, we can get the results 
of V1 ’s indirect influence on the other 6 nodes. V1 ’s indirect influence onV 5  is the highest, at 
1.8540. Indirect influence of V1 on V 6 and V 7 are also high: 1.4637 and 1.3626, respectively. 
However, V1 ’s indirect influence on V2 , V 3 , and V 4  are all lower than 1. The second node in the 
path has a great significance when calculating indirect influence of nodes on MSNs. Taking the path 
of V V V V1 3 4 2− − −  as an example, node V 3  is much more significant than V 4  when calculating 
V1 ’s indirect influence on V2 . 
Table 2. The direct influence statistic of nodes
Node Entropy of the number of nodes 
connected
Entropy of node’s contact frequency Direct influence of node
V1 0.428526294 1.864708802 0.799077
V2 0.280206873 0.726998728 0.20371
V3 0.589762289 2.842614439 1.676467
V4 0.750379413 3.826752184 2.871516
V5 0.290308999 0.477121255 0.138513
V6 0.439247291 1.783546282 0.783418
V7 0.420000874 1.73239376 0.727607
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42 paths directly connect any two nodes, as listed in Table 4. By calculating the length of the 
interacting path between any two nodes using Java programming, we are able to obtain the indirect 
influence of each node on the other six. For example, the value of V1 ’s indirect influence on V 3  is 
0.4244, while V 3 ’s indirect influence on V1  is 1.7806. This indicates that, during the information 
propagation of this specific topic,V1 is relatively more infected by V 3 . Once V1 ’s indirect influence 
on the other nodes is calculated, its final indirect influence can be computed as the average value of 
the six results that V1  generating on the other six nodes. Based on the average indirect influence of 
each node, we can also measure each node’s indirect influence, as shown in Table 5. The indirect 
influence of V 4 is the highest (2.0246), followed by V 3 and V1 . V 5 gets the lowest indirect influence, 
which is only 0.2777.
4.1.3. Comprehensive Influence
 The results of comprehensive influence of nodes are listed in Table 6. V 4 is the most influential 
node in this network. These 7 nodes are tightly integrated because of the isolation and closeness of 
this network. Therefore, all of the nodes have a high indirect influence compared to their direct 
influence. Only node V 3  and V 4 ’s direct influence are higher than their indirect influence. The 
Table 3. Statistics of V1’s indirect influence on the other nodes
Path from VI V i' s indirect Path from VI Vi's indirect Path from VI Vi's indirect Path from VI VI 's indirect Path from VI VI 's indirect Path from VI V I 's indirect 

































0.084816292 V1-V2-V4 0.0819448 
0.084889052 V1-V3-V4 0.11966723 
0 .084896019 VI-V3-V7-V4 0.0974 
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direct influence of other five nodes is lower than their indirect influence. This indicates that measuring 
the network influence of a node by examining its direct influence only would not be appropriate, 
because the node’s indirect influence also needs to be taken into account. A node may have a low 
direct influence; however, if it connects to a central node with great influence and derives a complicated 
transmission path, it would contain very high indirect influence, which in turn would contribute a 
great deal to its comprehensive influence.
4.2 An empirical Study
We conduct an empirical study to examine the related microblogs on the topic of “Malaysia airlines 
found in Cambodia” posted by six microbloggers and their forwards and comments in the mobile 
environment as of May 31, 2019. These microbloggers are randomly selected. We set the users as 
the nodes and their relationships as the edges. Six graphs of directed network with each blogger as 
Table 4. Statistics of indirect influence between any two connected nodes












V1-V2 0.59717806 V3-V4 1.04209788 V5-V6 0.256362
V1-V3 0.42440029 V3-V5 1.45734119 V5-V7 0.294977
V1-V4 0.47253574 V3-V6 1.44693355 V6-V1 1.26063932
V1-V5 1.85405517 V3-V7 1.44278541 V6-V2 1.167424
V1-V6 1.46372341 V4-V1 1.48033186 V6-V3 0.863172
V1-V7 1.36265951 V4-V2 1.48717330 V6-V4 0.676382
V2-V1 0.29958469 V4-V3 1.76562046 V6-V5 0.78512341
V2-V3 0.32092113 V4-V5 2.66875360 V6-V7 0.648532
V2-V4 0.17875041 V4-V6 2.37328814 V7-V1 0.946555
V2-V5 0.57797198 V4-V7 2.37229952 V7-V2 1.135246
V2-V6 0.59687037 V5-V1 0.30738916 V7-V3 0.835523
V2-V7 0.62758768 V5-V2 0.34853485 V7-V4 0.644554
V3-V1 1.78056535 V5-V3 0.19086282 V7-V5 0.568872
V3-V2 1.06580594 V5-V4 0.26808846 V7-V6 0.752357
Table 5. Indirect influence of nodes
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the network center are drawn and could be seen in Figure 3. The six bloggers are ‘Traveler’s Dream 
Field’ (52 users participating in the discussion and 153 directed edges),‘National Business Daily’(115 
nodes and 353 edges), ‘Sina Video’ (150 nodes and 466 edges), ‘News in Guilin’ (233 nodes and 398 
edges), ‘Notes Fields’ (513 nodes and 1155 edges) and ‘No Tai Chi for Teenagers’ (593 nodes and 
1356 edges). Users are ranked based on their degree, from high to low. The serial number 1 is the 
blogger. Usually, the user with the first serial number has the highest degree of influence, and the 
user with the last serial number has the lowest degree of influence. Based on our model for influential 
nodes ranking, the influence of users in these six networks is calculated. 
The results reveal that the network influence of a central node is positively correlated to the size 
of the network. For example, the number of forwards and comments on blog posted by ‘Traveler’s 
Dream Field’ is low, resulting in a low influence of the blogger, at 1.5. ‘No Tai Chi for Teenagers” 
is the most influential blogger (approximately 100) with the most forwards and comments. When 
the network size is around 150 users, the influence of the blogger is about 9. When the network size 
is around 250, the influence of the blogger is close to 15. When the network size is around 350, 
the influence of the blogger exceeds 60. The larger the scale of the network, the higher the overall 
influence of the blogger.
The network influence of a focal node is not solely positively correlated with its entropy of the 
nodes connected. A user with high entropy usually has a greater influence. However, the influence 
of the user with high entropy is not necessarily greater than those with relatively low entropy. On 
one hand, although a node connects to other nodes in low numbers, it interacts with them frequently, 
it still can hold a high influence. On the other hand, if a node extends many long transmission paths 
which have many other nodes on those paths, it tends to have a high indirect influence, although its 
direct influence may be low. The influence distribution of a node is concentrated when the entropy 
of the nodes connected on the network is low, as shown in Figure 3. The influence distribution is 
scattered when the entropy of number of nodes connected varies greatly, as shown in Figures 4, Figure 
5, Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8.
While the nodes randomly choose their neighbors, the important nodes in the network ranked by 
the model proposed in this paper are quite similar to the results of degree, betweenness, closeness, 
and spreadrank proposed by Zhu (2014). The value of a node’s comprehensive influence based on 
information entropy and its spreadrank based on continuous-time Markov chain, both correlate 
closely with the degree of the nodes. This also verifies Susarla’s (2012) hypothesis that a channel’s 
centrality in the local friend network has a positive impact on the rate of diffusion in the later stages 
of the process of diffusion. Centrality analysis only considers the direct influence of node, including 
in-degree and out-degree algorithm. However, it fails to take the indirect influence of a node on social 
networks in to account. Peng’s (2017) research finds that the influence spread of the entropy-based 
algorithm increases more quickly than that of the random algorithm and that of the degree-based 
Table 6. Comprehensive influence of nodes
Node Direct influence Indirect influence Comprehensive influence
V1 0.799077 1.029092 0.902584
V2 0.20371 0.433614 0.307167
V3 1.676467 1.3725882 1.539721
V4 2.871516 2.0245778 2.490394
V5 0.138513 0.2777024 0.201148
V6 0.783418 0.9002121 0.835975
V7 0.727607 0.8138512 0.766417
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algorithm. The information entropy-based method for influential node ranking on MSNs has proven 
to be effective and efficient.
4.3 Simulation Analysis
4.3.1 Simulation of direct influence of nodes
(1)  Entropy of the nodes connected
We use MATLAB to express the formula for the network influence of nodes. Scatterplots (x, y) are 
used to demonstrate the variation trend of the number of nodes connected entropy (y-axis) when the 
number of nodes connected (x-axis) increases. The simulation result is shown in Figure 9.
The entropy of the number of nodes connected is close to 11 when a node connects to 1000 other 
nodes. The simulation result in Figure 10 shows that the minimum entropy of the number of nodes 
connected is 0.003063 and the maximum is 10.47. The mean value is 2.612, whereas the standard 
deviation is 2.218 and the range is 10.46. The variation trend isy x= +0 0051 0 068. . . Its residual 
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norm is 52.5302. The entropy is proportional to the number of nodes connected. A user can improve 
its entropy of the number of nodes connected through the interaction and communication with more 
nodes.
(2)  Entropy of contact frequency
Figure 11 demonstrates that the entropy of the interaction frequency among nodes is negatively 
correlated to the number of nodes. When the number of nodes connected is less than 200, its entropy 
of interaction frequency ranges from 0 to 0.16 and the distribution is relatively sparse. In contrast, 
when the number of nodes connected exceeds 200, the entropy of interaction frequency is between 
0 and 0.02, and the distribution is relatively dense. In addition, as the number of nodes connected 
increases, the value tends to be more centralized and lower.
We filter out the nodes with the value below 0.02 and ranked the values in descending order. As 
shown in Figure 12, we obtain an approximate standard power law distribution curve. The power law 
distribution polynomial formula is y x R= =−0 535 0 8950 6 2. ( . ). . It is found that the entropy of 
interaction frequency among nodes decreases with the increase of the number of nodes. When the 
number of nodes connected to one node is less than 200, its entropy is relatively large, but it is less 
than 0.16. When the number of nodes reaches 200 or higher, its value approaches 0.
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The entropy of a single node’s contact frequency tends to increase as the network scale enlarges, 
as shown in Figures 13 and 14. The variation trend isy e x e x x= − − − + +1 3 0 9 7 3 0 6 0 0092 1 63 2. ( . ) . ( . ) . . . 
The residual norm is 195.4704. The result shows that the larger the interaction frequency between 
users, the lower the overall entropy in the network, regardless of the level of entropy of original node’s 
contact frequency. 
(3)  Entropy of a node’s direct influence 
The result shown in Figure 15 indicates that the direct influence of a node is positively related 
to the number of nodes connected. Also, the numerical distribution is gradually dispersed.
Figure 16 demonstrates the relationship between the direct influence of a node and the number 
of its connections. The peak of direct influence of a node increases linearly with the number of 
connected nodes. The threshold value of the node is positively related to the number of nodes 
connected. The formula for the fitting trend line is y e x e x x= − − − + +2 7 0 8 6 0 5 0 045 1 43 2. ( . ) ( . ) . . . 
The residual norm is 554.975. We then used scatter ( , , )x y z to draw a scatter plot of the direct influence 
(z-axis) of a focal node as a function of the number of argument nodes (x-axis) and its contact 
frequency (y-axis). Figure 17 shows that the direct influence of a node rises with the increasing 
number of nodes connected and its contact frequency. However, a node’s direct influence distributes 
Figure 5. Network of Sina Video
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uniformly, and the level of value is low. Therefore, in the process of online fake news dissemination, 
the greater the number of nodes connected by an original node and the higher the contact frequency, 
the greater the direct influence it has. 
4.3.2 Simulation of Indirect Influence of Nodes
Based on the result of the direct influence of the network nodes, we simulate the indirect influence 
trend of the network nodes, and we obtain the simulation result in Figure 18. The indirect influence 
of a node increases as the number of nodes connected rises. Its growth pattern is similar to that of 
direct influence; however, with different increasing rate. The indirect influence of a node grows faster 
than its direct influence when it connects to more nodes in the network. As the number of nodes 
increases from 0 to 1000, and as the interaction frequency grows from 0 to 1450, the indirect influence 
of node rises exponentially. The fitting formula is y x= 355 90 6859. . . The indirect influence of a node 
has the statistics of max = 1450, mean =346.1, median = 382.5 and std = 319. The exponential curve 
fits the trend of changing influence well, whereas R-square=0.9936 and SSE=6.5238e+5. A 3D 
simulation chart of a node’s indirect influence is shown in Figures 19. We chart the map with a 
polynomial distribution. The formula is z f x y x y= = − + +( , ) . . .181 1 1 038 1 903  whereas 
SSE=8.164e+6, R-square = 0.9184. Unlike the trend of direct influence, when the number of nodes 
keeps increasing to over 700, the speed of indirect influence grows rapidly. Node’s contact frequency 
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is less important, compared to the number of nodes connected when measuring its indirect influence. 
That says, when the size of a social network is large, the number of nodes connected has a greater 
impact than its contact frequency on the indirect influence of the node. In order to increase the indirect 
influence, social network users not only have to connect with more users and interact with them 
frequently, but they also need to establish contacts with influential users, which is the second node 
in the path of information transmission . 
4.3.3 Simulation of Comprehensive Influence of Nodes
A simulation graph of the comprehensive influence of nodes is drawn, as shown in Figure 20 This 
graph is analogous to the simulation graph of the indirect influence of nodes, however its numerical 
variation amplitude is different. Figure 21 shows the trend line fitted to the comprehensive influence 
of the nodes. The fitting formula isy e x x x= − − − + −2 7 7 0 00052 0 2 0 793 2. ( ) . . . , with statistics of 
max = 584.9, mean=202.6, median = 186.8 and std = 141.8. The polynomial curve fits the trend of 
changing influence well, whereas R-square=0.9284 and SSE=1.457e+6. Figure 8(c) shows the 3D 
simulation chart of a node’s comprehensive influence. We chart the graph with a polynomial line. 
The formula is z f x y x y= = − + −( , ) . . .33 97 0 4745 0 3621 whereas SSE= 1.593e+06 and R-square= 
0.9218. Then, we set direct influence of a node to the x-axis, and the indirect influence of it to the 
y-axis. We make the variation trend to demonstrate how these two factors affect a node’s comprehensive 
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influence, as shown in Figure 22. When the number of nodes connected with the original node and 
its contact frequency is low, both the direct influence and the indirect influence affect comprehensive 
influence in a similar way. However, as the number of nodes connected and the node’s contact 
frequency increase, the indirect influence is more influential than the direct influence. 
The simulation gets similar results with the Trust-Based Most Influential Node Discovery (TMID) 
method proposed by Zhang (2019) for discovering influential nodes. TMID method confirms that 
the value range of node influence increases uniformly at the beginning. When the number of nodes 
in the network continues to increase to a certain number, the growth rate of the node influence slows 
down. Our simulation results are also partly supported by Zhang’s (2018) research that the indirect 
influence of nodes contributes differently to the comprehensive influence of nodes according to the 
various scales of the network. Zhang’s study finds that when the size of a subpopulation is small 
(about 200), CRBT adoption is negatively affected by indirect peer influence; when the size of a 
subpopulation is large (about 500), adoption is positively affected by indirect peer influence.
The simulation results validate the opinion that diffusion through friend networks occurs only 
after some proportion of the initial population of users is infected, as proposed by Susarla (2012). It 
also indicates that if the transmission path is long enough, the original node generates little influence 
to the last node on the path, which has been verified by Zhu (2014) that all nodes in the network can 
be reached by access to the direct neighbors of the rank 1-3 nodes. 
Figure 8. Network of No Tai Chi for Teenagers 
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5. dISCUSSIoN
The results of this study reveal that the indirect influence of a node is much stronger than the direct 
influence when the network is large enough. When there are hundreds or thousands of nodes in the 
network and nodes are frequently connected, a node’s direct influence tends not to be significant. 
If there are many information transmission paths, then the propagation chain becomes complicated 
and intricacy. Thus, the indirect influence of a node is higher than its direct influence, since there 
are numerous paths to trace. The second node in the transmission path is critical for calculating the 
original node’s indirect influence on MSNs (Wei et al., 2018). The comprehensive influence of a 
node lies between its direct influence and indirect influence (Gao, 2017). As the number of nodes 
connected and the node’s contact frequency increase, both the direct and the indirect influence of 
a node increase; however, at different rates. The indirect influence of a node grows faster than its 
direct influence when the information transmission paths are longer and more complicated. A node 
with a large number of highly influential neighbors is more important on MSNs. A network user 
can enhance his or her network influence by connecting with more users and interacting with them 
more frequently. This is the optimal way to expand a user’s direct influence. Another approach used 
to enhance the network influence of a user is to connect to key users with high credibility and power 
in the network, which is considered as a critical step to boost a user’s indirect influence. 
Social media users are less likely to think critically, because they typically use social media for 
hedonic purposes than utilitarian ones, which causes confirmation bias to prevail, exacerbating the 
issue of fake news (Yuan et al.,2018). Once the fake news has been diffused at a certain scale, how to 
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evaluate the influence of users in that rumor propagation and make targeted management is important 
for administrative department. Our approaches are capable of providing support on regulating fake 
news. On the governmental level, it is crucial to speed up the development of a fact checking system 
that can automatically identify and validate false information with high update rate and accuracy. 
This system has potential to restrain and prevent the spread of fake news within the shortest possible 
time. On the user level, it is of great importance to educate users, especially those influential users, on 
identifying fake news. The government and administrative department should enhance the publicity 
and education of social media users on rumor spreading and encourage them to share only news 
from the authorities and trustworthy media. Our proposed method is useful because it ranks the 
quantified influence of users in a particular network on fake news spreading and could be used as a 
tool to identify key users who should be educated. For users who are not cooperative and continue 
to spread fake news online, their user accounts could be identified and suspended. 
6. CoNCLUSIoN
The spread of fake news on MSNs has been shown to have a seriously negative impact on the society. It 
is crucial for governmental and regulatory units to better manage information transmission, especially 
the early detection and prevention of fake news spreading on MSNs. In this regard, this study proposes 
a model based on the information entropy theory to measure the direct, indirect and comprehensive 
influence of network nodes on MSNs. We examine the characteristics of information transmission, 
Figure 10. Fitting map of entropy of nodes connected
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then construct a social relationship graph by collecting and analyzing data from Weibo’s bloggers. 
An empirical study is conducted to measure the network influence of users based on their forwards 
and comments. We then discuss the relationship between user’s influence and its centrality. Finally, 
MATLAB 9.5 is used to simulate the model. Visualization of the cloud map for the influence of 
nodes is drawn when the number of connected nodes and the interaction frequency among them 
increase. Systematic analysis is carried out to analyze the evolution rule of the influential nodes on 
fake news spreading. 
6.1 Theoretical Contribution and Practical Implications
This research provides a novel theoretical basis and an analytic method on ranking the influence of 
network nodes. Our study contributes to the fake news spreading by offering insights on fake news 
transmission paths and the degree of a node’s influence on these paths. The approach of this paper 
can be used to support scholars in related research fields on identifying and ranking influential nodes 
on mobile social networks. Through continuous optimization and improvement, a systematic method 
for calculating node influence can be obtained. 
In practice, it would be useful for a regulatory body to determine the influence of users and 
monitor the online fake news spreading on MSNs, based on the model we proposed. Steps can be 
taken to centralize the management of influential users. Effective regulatory management on online 
fake news spreading can reduce the spread of harmful information on MSNs. Furthermore, fake news 
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detection algorithms utilizing natural language processing (NLP) can be developed and could be 
helpful in building an early fake news warning system. Similar research can be conducted to examine 
the underlying mechanism related to fake news transmission based on information entropy. It also 
makes practical contributions by guiding IT practitioners to effectively trace and monitor the spread 
of fake news, and even to build an early fake news warning system. 
6.2 Limitations
This study has some limitations. First, one should be cautious about the generalizability of this 
study’s findings, due to its small sample size. Future studies will be conducted with a larger sample 
size and with the inclusion of other competing social media platforms such as Twitter. Second, the 
data collection is based on Chinese posts and comments on Sina’s Weibo. It would be fruitful to 
conduct a similar study in a western country using a different language and to compare the results 
with our findings. 
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Figure 16. Fitting map of direct influence of nodes
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Figure 22. 3D diagram of comprehensive influence of nodes
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